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MICROCOMPUTERS AND NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST SYSTEMS

Ronald D. Strong
Design Engineering Division
Fabrication and Assembly

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

ABSTRACT

Microcomputers are finding their way into NondestrllctiveTesting (NDT)
Systems. They can be used for scanning system motion control, instrumenta-
tion control, data acquisition, data display, and data analysis. This paper
describes the application of the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), LSI-11
series microcomputers in systems developed and used by the NDT Unit of the
Los Alamos National Laboratory. These systems are used for ultrasonic
testing and industrial computerized tomography. In some systems more than
one microcomputer Is used with one acting as a slave to the controlling or
master unit. This becomes necessary when the single processor is not capable
of handling all required tasks within the interval between data samples or
other time constraints.

The systems can be interfaced to a variety of NOT instrumentation. If
the instrument has a digital command interface, then data and cormnandsarc
passed back and forth through this interface. Frequently, the NDT instru-
mentation used does not have a digital capability and has only analog out-
puts. A general purpose interface has been designed and built to accept and
digitize these inputs and to also display data on a storage cathode ray tube
display.

The systems cor.taintranslator circuits to drive stepper motcrs. While
each system is normally coupled to a specific scanning device, its use is not
restricted to only that scanner since the system can be easily programed to
drive other motors or scanners. Motors of almost any size or tarque rdting
can be used without changing anything in the basic control system. A trans-
lator card and adequate power supply are the only changes that might be
required, and a software change might also be required to keep the motor
speed within its operating limits. Therefore, special purpose fixtures can
be desig?ed, built, and interfaced to the cor,trolsystem to perform inspec-
tions of speci?l parts when the part has an axis of synunetrythat can be used
to simplify the scanl]ingprocess.

INTRODUCTION

Automation Gf NDi test methods originally meant connecting a test
instrument, ultrasonic or eddy current, to a recorder of some sort and
scanning or moving the part or assembly using a mechanical f!xture in which
all motions were determined mechanically. The recorder is usually
mechanically connected to the scanner to yield a C-scan recording of the
part. Analog processing of the signal was the only type performed. Now
using microprocessors and digital control circuitry, automated systems can be
sophisticated to the point where they can scan parts in : generalized
fashion. Tllcdigital system can control the position of the test transducer,
relating the position with a signal parameter that is derived from the
transducer output and m~kiny a decision either about the part or how to



proceed with the inspection. At Los Alamos, our approach to automating tests
has been to make the various parts of the inspection system as intelligent as
practical, which allows the various functions of the system to be transparent
to the main system controller. Intelligent peripherals are quite common in
today’s generation of equipment. There are intelligent terminals, plotters,
printers, and disc controllers. All of these items contain an onboard
microprocessor and memory that are controlled by firmware contained in
read-only-memory (ROM). The operation of the microprocessor is not
necessarily apparent to the outside world and the device talks to the outside
worid with a defined protocol. This prfitocolcan also involve a set of
instructions that actually make sense to the programmer or user. The
firclwarehandles the task of decoding the instructions or data into the
functions which are handled internally within the device. To the best of my
knowledge there is no basic NIJTinstrument that has been manufactured
commercially that takes advantage of the programmable capabilities of an
onboard microprocessor.

Instruments are available now that are separate from the computer but
are contained on printed circuit boards that plug directly into a computer
bus and get their power from the bus and also transfer conrnandsand data
directly on the bus. An example of these are video digitizers with image
memory planes, stepper motor drives with special purpose microprocessors, and
analog to digital converters (ADC) with multiplexer. Although we are
specifically addressing the DEC LSI-11 or Q bus in this article, such devices
are avaflablc for other buses, as well as in specialized interfacing
protocol: such as the IEEE-488 bus or CAMAC.

When discussing automation in general and, in this specific case the
automation of N13T,me must have sume sort of rationale for what one is
dai~g, where one is goicg, and why it is worth it. One of the most
frequently used justifications is that there are cost benefits associated
with becoming automated. In our case, though, we do not have enough parts to
inspect to be able to justify the expense through cost saving:. Our
justification fs that, by doing the inspection in an automated fashion, we
have data that can b[’utili?ed to better define the part with which we are
working and a better duumented inspection has been performed. Once we have
d h~lSjC progrdm running that can scan a part of a particular size or shape,
then we can edsily modify the program to do the same thing on a ditferent
pdrt. Of course, our approach requires that we must hav~ personnel who arc
fricncllyusers and c~n do the progranwniny. This means tfiatthey must have a
fairiy complete understanding of how the hardware works and some of the
problems that must bc avoided. The personnel who perform tne test must have
only the ability to perform the menu-directed operations requi~e:’to perfornl
thu task.

Cur appro~ch has been that we dre not connecting ~ specific NDT
?t’IStrUlllMt to d scanner or other duvice, but that we arc sc,~nninga part in a
certain fashion and the sca~ncr can be essentially the sanw regardless of the
instrument being used to collect the data. Our systems are built around the
basic conlputprsystem and everything else is connected to It. This means
th~t the computer terminal used t3PPCdTX to the operator to bc the sa~lcno
matier what specific te!,lis lnvolvl~d, In fact, scv~ral diff~rrnt
instruments can b,?interfdccd to the same computer and ~re only CLIlleCI jnt~

acticm by specific proyrimls,
The use of tt:ecomputer iJlsopmnits the inspection systclnto perforln

operations and decl:!on-making t~sks thdt were very cllfficult,if not
imprJcticdl, to pe:frrm with an,l!ogcircuitry atldmech~nical scanners, Thuse



are performed using a variety of digital signal processing techniques.
Spectrum analysis, filtering, pattern recognition, and matrix analysis are
now all achievable in near real time using digital techniques. The NOT
instruments that are to be used in applications using these techniques should
be designed to convert data into digital form as soon as practical for the
application. At one end of the design spectrum are the tr~nsient digitizers,
such as the Biomation 8100 where the only analog processing used is to pass
the input signal through a pre-amplifler to set the range of the data and
then to digitize it at the desired clock rate. This Is great for getting an
rf signal that can be processed using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). III
order to determine the amplitude and locations of various ethos, a lot of
data must be sorted. This can take a considerable time and make the
inspection process a slow one. At the other end is an ultrasonic instrument
with no digitization capability and whose only output is an analog level that
is proportional to the peak signal in the gated region. For this Instrument
to be useful in our type of system, we must pass the gated amplitude ~ignal
to an ADC module for conversion. In between these two extremes is the real
world in which someone must decide what data must be collected, what thro~gh-
put rate is required, and what the ADC trade-off should be.

MAIN MICROCOF7UTER SYSTEM

The main microcomputer used in our systems is a DEC LSI-11/2
microprocessor with 64k bytes of memory. For applications requiring a faster
processor or additional memory, a DEC LSI-11/23 processor with 25tikbytes of
memory is used. The main system is comprised of the microprocessor, a
terminal (DEC VT-10(.Ior equivalent), ant’a dual drive double density 8-inch
flcppy disk subsystem (DEC RX02 or equivalent). For %ystems requiring
additional storage or t~,steraccess, a Winchester disc drive may be used. A
DLV1l-J 4 port serial interface card is used formaln serial 1/0. on~ port
Is connected to the termlna~ leaving three avail?ble for connection to such
peripherals ds a printer, p: Itter,or other snri~l devices. There are
numerous companies, in addltlon to DEC, that can siJpplyInterface cards tkat
will perform almost any function and arc directly plugged in to the bus.

SPECIFIC MODULES

Software Stepper Motor Controller

This module ~nnsl~tisof a separat,eIIECLS1-11/2 microproce~sor with 32k
bytus of memory, a seridl input and output (J/0) port, and lb-blt-purallel
input and output ports. The LS’-ll/2 has an Included console and (lG’i
microcode to allow conrnunic~tlonwith a terminal for debugging and checkout.
To thu controller the mdln computer appears to be Its console device. This
allows the main computer to downlo~d program code and data to the controller.
Conwlunicdtionbetween the two proces~ors Ib by ASCII character. and numbers.
Examples are:

M3,1UI Mow mott?r#2 CCW for 100 step~

S4,12LICI0,12 Move motor #3 CH for 12000 steps
taking ~ $ample every 12 steps

The controller th~n processes the instruction and, when done, passes the



character “C” back to the main processor. In the case where data is being
taken on the fly, the controller sends an “S” every 12 steps. These
responses can either cause an interrupt in the main processor or the
processor can be in a loop waiting for the response. Typically, the
processor will take the data, store it, and display it within the interval
before the next sample. This particular controller can control up to eight
motors in two directions. Each motor may be operated separately at,its own
speed with ramp up and ramp down, or several motors can be operated
simultaneously at the same speed or at an integral ratio of the fastest
motor speed. The motors are driven by controller or translator circuits
that were avdilable on printed circuit boards from the laboratory warehouse.
These circuits can drive motors requiring up to 1 ampere per phase directly.
The boards contain only the logic and power transistors to switch the
current to the proper motor windings. The power for the motor must be
obtained from a separate DC power supply. Higher currerltrating motors are
driven using an amplifier card with appropriately rated transistors. Again,
the power for the motor is obtained from an external power supply.

Since the controller is completely software driven, almost any scanner
can by controlled by loading the proper program into the controller and
connecting it to the proper driver cards. For applications where the
scanner is to be essentially dedicated to a single operation, the program
may be placed on ROM chips. This then beccmes the firmware for this device.

This module is now being replaced by a DEC SBC-11/21 Falcon single-
board computer. This board contains a microprocessor, RAM, ROM, 2 serial
ports, 2 8-bit 1/0 ports and an 8-bit control port. This board will perform
all of the module functions but requires only one board instead of four.

General P~rpose Interface

This module is used to perform a variety of functions. It is a

hiirdwar~device that is controlled using a single parallel port. ?cst of
the functions of this device can now be provided by Interface cards but,
when this system wds built, not all were available and we went this route to
save bus sptice. The subsystems contained in the module dr~ d CRT storage
display controller, a point plotter controller, a progranmlableclock, an
H-bit ADC with 8 input multiplexer and a programmable pulse output. Each
submoclulehas a separate couwwl~daddress,,which is decoded from the d~ta
supplied to the device.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Ultrasonic Testing

Ultrasonic inspectionsor evaluations ccn be made using three different
instrummts. A i3iomation8100 transient digitizer and a i(r~utkramcr-~~’ansun
KD6UWI ultrasonic unit ?re both interf~ced to our main ultrasonic system.
Thcsu units could be usd on the samu test but, to date, have only beetiused
scpdrately. In addition, ,~nyInstrument th’ltputs out ~n analog vcltagc
that is proporticml to iunplitudtior thickness can iIlsobe connected to the
gcnural purpose intnrface. Mos~ of the ~ppllc,lticmof the systcw hds been
in evdludtlnq wclcis In sphericdl vessels. For this application, a spcciiIl
scilnncr has been bui!t to sc~~na sphorlcal surf,~cct The test Is performed



using the KB6000 and the data are all stored on a flop,,ydisk for later
plotting of the results. The Biomation 8100 is used in conjunction with a
?anrmetrics 5052PR pulser/receiver to digitize pulsed rf wavetrains. Pulses
are then extracted from the wavetrain and transformed to the frequency
domain for further processing.

Industrial Computer Assisted Tomography (CAT)

This system is comprised of a main computer system, a scanning system,
and a data acquisition system, which also includes the stepper motor drives.
The software controller has not yet been installed on this system. Instead
a special motor controller and data acquisition module that was built before
the software controllers is still being used. lhe main difference between
industrial and medical CAT is that the constraint of minimizing radiation
exposure to the object is not imposed. The radiation source for this system
can be either an x-ray generator or a source. X-rays from 30 to 275 kV and
Ir-192 and CO-60 sources h?ve been used. The source or x-ray tube is
snielded or pre-collimated so that the output beam is restricted for
practical safety reasons. The beam then pases through the object. On the
opposite side, the beam is collimated to the desired size by an adjustable
tungsten alloy collimator assembly. Collimation down to O.lrnnby O.lrMI may
be achieved. The detector used is an N?! crystal and photomultiplier tutet

The scanner is made up using a vertical frame and a horizontal
transport mounted to the vertical frame. A rotational stage is mounted on
the horizontal transport. The data for a tomographic slice are collected by
placing the part or object on the rotating stage and positioning the
horizontal transport at the desired elevatiun. The rotating stage is then
moved across the beam with data being taken at intervals equal to the
collimator width. At the end of each scan the stage is rotated by “cne
amount desired for each projection. A rotation of 1° per scan results in
180 projections. The data is stored an a floppy disk for transport to a
different computer where the reconstructions are made. Usually, the
filtered backprojection algorithm is used.

Since the scanner and data collection is software controlled, the
syctem can also perfcrm as a DYT scanner when it is properly programmed.
Pruyrws for bottltypes of operation have been written and used.

Real-Time Radiography

(he of the types of systems that can be directly plugged into tileQ-bus
is a video Image digitizing system, This system will take any video camera
c~utput,i.et visable, infr~-rl?d,or direct x-ray, digitize a single frame in
real-time, and store it in an image plane. Using an arithmetic unit,
multiple frames can be integrated and filtered. Tne typical resolution is
B-bits or 256 levels, and two image planes can be utacked so that 256 frames
can be integrated. Since the system sits on the computer bus, an Image can
bc passed to the computw for storage or fui’therprocessing, or a stored
image can be transferred back to the image memory for disPlay. We do not
have one rf these systems right.now but are planning for the purchase of
onQ*

For rwl-time radiographic applications, a video camera is attached to
a Precis@ Optics PI-24(1(1image intensifier and fluor system, The camera is
connectwi to the digicircr input. Such a system, since all nf its hardware



operations are software controllable and since the computer ard its system
are available for digital image processing, would be very versatile and
could overcome some of the limitations present with systems where the
operating functions are hardware intensive and, therefore, difficult to
change or modify.

High-Speed Video Processing

Our group has recently acquired a Spin Ptlysics2000 high-speed video
system. This system is being interfaced to one of our baseline systems
that will be used to assist in the control of the system and dnalysis of the
data. The SP2000 has been used to record the outpht of cur Precise Optics
PI-2400 image intensifier at 2000 frames per second, which amounts to high-
speed real-time radiography. The computer connection will allow interactive
analysis of the data obtained. Each image is handled internally by the
SP2000 in digital form and the image can be transferred to the attached
computer for further processing or display.

CONCLUSION

Computers can be interfaced to a variety of NDT instruments and
systems. More equipment designed specifically to be interfaced to computers
is becoming available. To utilize the full capabilities of this equipment
the computer capability must be used. The use 6f computers in automating
NDT equipment and systems is resulting in systems that can be more adaptable
and will result iil a more closely defined test.
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